Iatric Systems EasyConnect Jaguar Interface Engine Achieves
ONC HIT 2014 Edition MODULAR EHR Certification from ICSA Labs
BOXFORD, Mass. – Oct 20, 2014 – Iatric Systems, a comprehensive healthcare IT
integration company, today announced that its EasyConnect Jaguar interface engine, VERSION
1.4, has achieved ONC HIT 2014 Edition MODULAR EHR certification, which designates that the
software is capable of supporting ELIGIBLE HOSPITALS with meeting the Stage 1 and Stage 2
meaningful use measures required to qualify for funding under the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA). EasyConnect Jaguar, VERSION 1.4 was certified on September 24,
2014 by ICSA Labs, an Office of the National Coordinator-Authorized Certification Body (ONCACB) and is compliant in accordance with applicable criteria adopted by the Secretary of Health
and Human Services (HHS).
“We understand the challenges of integrating various systems and distributing patient
information while maintaining Meaningful Use attestation status. I’m pleased to share great
news with our hundreds of customers that have used EasyConnect JaguarTM over the years.
This easy-to-use interface engine is now certified for Meaningful Use Core Objective 14. It will
help hospitals send patient laboratory results to entities that require a certified data feed so
they can meet Meaningful Use Stage 2 Objectives,” said Frank Fortner, President of Iatric
Systems.
ICSA Labs, an independent division of Verizon, offers vendor-neutral testing and certification.
2014 Edition ONC HIT Certification is granted to those technologies that are capable of meeting
the more rigorous testing criteria developed to support providers and hospitals who wish to
demonstrate Stage 2 meaningful use, which focuses on the capability of health IT to deliver
higher quality patient care and exchange clinical information securely.
EasyConnect Jaguar, VERSION 1.4’s certification number is 140262R00. ONC HIT certification
conferred by ICSA Labs does not represent an endorsement of the certified EHR technology by
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
EasyConnect Jaguar, VERSION 1.4 meets the following certification criteria: 170.314(d)(1) Authentication, access control, and authorization, 170.314(d)(5) - Automatic log-off,
170.314(d)(6) - Emergency access, 170.314(f)(4) - Transmission of Reportable Laboratory
Tests and Values/Results, 170.314(g)(4) - Quality Management System
The additional types of costs that an ELIGIBLE HOSPITAL, would pay to implement this EHR
MODULES’s capabilities in order to attempt to meet meaningful use objectives and measures
include: MS SQL Licensing if required, and data storage and initial hardware investment.
About Iatric Systems

Iatric Systems helps healthcare providers achieve success by delivering the most
comprehensive healthcare IT integration. Our products and services focus on data integration,
systems integration, and process integration. This allows providers to leverage existing IT
investments to meet the growing demands of Meaningful Use, Health Information Exchange,
HIPAA, and other industry requirements. During the past 23 years, Iatric Systems has
delivered solutions to more than 1,000 healthcare organizations. For more information, please
contact info@iatric.com or visit www.iatric.com.
About ONC Certification
The ONC Certified Health Information Technology (HIT) program tests and certifies that HIT is
capable of meeting the 2014 Edition criteria approved by the Secretary of Health and Human
Services (HHS). The certifications include Complete EHRs, which meet all of the 2014 Edition
criteria for either eligible provider or hospital technology and EHR Modules, which meet one or
more — but not all — of the criteria.
About ICSA Labs
ICSA Labs, an independent division of Verizon, offers third-party testing and certification of
security and health IT products, as well as network-connected devices, to measure product
compliance, reliability and performance for many of the world’s top security vendors. ICSA
Labs is an ISO/IEC 17025:2005 accredited and 9001:2008 registered organization. ICSA Labs
is NVLAP accredited as a Health IT Test Lab and is also an ONC-Authorized Certification Body
(ONC-ACB) accredited by ANSI to ISO/IEC Guide 65. Visit http://www.icsalabs.com and
http://www.icsalabs.com/blogs for more information.
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